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tek'nlkBI re.port:
THE SECOND SOURCE
Back when I started caving, I would grab
some candles and waterproof matches for emergencies and my Ray-0-Vac Sportsman flashlight
for my primary source and take off down the
passage. When I had to climb, I found that it was
difficult with one hand occupied by the flashlight
so I tied it on a string around my neck with the
light beam shining down around my feet. This
was alright for my first few easy caves, but soon
my friend, an NSS caver, showed me the convenience of th e hard hat mounted primary source; the
ancient and honorable carbide lamp. Thereafter
my flashlight went into my cave pack as a secondary source. But lack of use and occassional
dunkings were not good for the old flashlight, and
soon it developed the blinks . At this point I should
have sold it as an emergency flasher, but I kept it,
and soon I could not even rely on its going on
when I pushed on th e switch . Several overhauls
brought it back to life, but the water caves really
· did the trick. Having to dry out the whole flashlight after every trip was just too much. I began
looking for a waterproof flashlight which would
just have to be rinsed off and hung out to dry.
One day in a grab box in a drug store I saw a
$1.99 waterproof flashlight and I bit. Well it
worked fine for a while and it really was waterproof, but soon it came down with the blinks. I
tried all sorts of remedies on the insides of the
flashlight but nothing ever worked. The big problem with this flashlight was that it did not have
a reliable switch .
So that is where I am today, longing for the
reliable, waterproof, compact flashlight. I am
seriously thinking of designing one myself. It will
have to be a uniform cylinder with no bulging
reflector at the end . The battery compartment will
be isolated from the other parts and made of corrosion resistant materials. It has got to have 2
bulbs fully connected so that if one burns out, the
other can be switched on immediately. The switch
therefore will have to be three position: off, 1st
bulb, and 2nd bulb. It will switch reliably and
simply and it will be waterproof. The switch will
be made so that it cannot be bumped on by jostling around in the cave pack and it will be able to
be operated using only one hand. The flashlight
body will have a little ring on it so that using a
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by Roger V. Bartholomew
string through this I will be able to tie it around
my neck. No iron will be used in the construction
to minimize effects on magnetic survey compasses.
The steel jacketed leakproof cells (and I use the
word "leakproof" advisedly) will have enough of
an effect on the compasses. It will be made as
light as possible. All electrical connections in it
will be soldered (even the cells) and it will have
provision for a resistor in series with the battery so
that the PR4 lamp can be used with the alkaline
batteries.
This flashlight is still only a dream, but may be
someday someone will have the time to make one
up. Still I believe that these features are the mi nimum necessary to have a truly reliable second
source of light that can do the job in any emergency with minimum of upkeep.
I think all the features are understandable
except, t.he last one. Why the resistor for the PRc!
and alkaline cell combination? First, I like this
combo because it will give 32 hours of constantlevel light. A true second source must last a long
time. Second, the resistor is needed to keep the
bulb from burning out prematurely. The alkali ne
battery can keep a too-high voltage on the lamp
and so it will burn out very much faster than it was
designed to. (See Varnedoe, Bulletin of the NSS,
V32, #4, Oct.70, page 73.) I found this out the
hard way . On one long cave trip and way back in
the cave I found out that I had misunderstood how
long the trip was to be and had not brought en ough
energy for my primary light source. So I decided
to burn my second source, a PR4-alkaline D-cell
combo, to save the primary for the trip out. Well
twenty minutes after I turned the light on the PR4
burned out. I put in another and 20 minutes later
that burned out! What a situation! I had one more
bulb left which would give 20 minutes more of light
and batteries which would give 32 hours of light if
they had the bulb.
I don't know which is worse, my experience or
that of a caver who picks up a flashlight at a store,
puts some carbon-zinc D-cells into it and heads for
the caves . Usually what will happen is that after the
period of 2 hours, the light will be down to 10% of
its original level and after 4 hours it will be down to
1% of the original brightness and a mere red glo w.
This happens because the stock bulb with most
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f1ashlights is a PR2 which draws a lot of c urrent
and drains the carb on-zin c cells very fast. Using a
PR-4 bulb which draws less curren t will result in a
light beam that is down to the 10% level after 4
hours and finally after so me ups and down s hits th e
l ~i level afte r 22 hours. The proble m here is a co nsta ntly dimming light. A good com pro mise would
be to use the PR2 bulb with the alkaline cells whi ch
will burn at a co nstant level for 12 hours before
taki ng a final steep plunge to zero. Also with this
no resistor is needed to protect the bulb.
The whol e point of t his discussion is that more
attention needs to be paid to t he li ttle old flashlight
that many cavers use as an emergency source of light.
Also I would like to hear from anyone who has had
any luck in solving the fl ashli gh t problem along th e
lines of the features of my dream flashli ght. I
would be also interested in hearing from anyone
who has had to rely exclusively on his second source
to get out of a cave . I am beginning to think that
this would be a very improbable situation when
two or more cavers are caving together because one
could ride along on the other 's primary so urce .
l'VIy address is: Roger V. Bartholomew, Box 36349,
8900 Bellaire Blvd. , Houston , Texas 77036. RVB

c.AuthotS

BILL HELMER

When I started caving, the U.T.S.S. old-timers
we re Holmes Semken, Ed Smith, Don Goodso n
Arthur Carroll, Lynn Allman, Bob Holder, Jerr~
Chastam, Jack Propsma, Mel Huebel Bob McClure
a 1at1es H.liburn and two or t hree others
'
'
whose
names I've forgotten. Semken , Smith, Goodson
and Carroll were th e so ber and serious sorts who
kept. the club going. Allman was a car freak who
had the fastes t '49 Ford hotrod on his block until
It caught fire one d ay in his South Austin driveway
and bu rned up. Holder was a bac kyard mechanic
and great inventor who must have co mpl eted at
least two percent of his projects -- one of which
was rebuilding a Navy surplus steel-hulled boat
wh ich sank every time it was launched and is probably still at the bottom of Lake Travis. Hilburn
was the madman of the bunch. I'll later recount
THE TEXAS CAVER

so me of the exploits of this legendary fellow who
is long overdue some recognition for his feats, the
least of which was stealing a roadgrader and terrorizing the girls in Scottish Rite Dormitory.
Some of the people who joined the U.T .S.S.
about th e time I did were Ken Baker, Don Snider,
Dottie Payne, Nan Austin , Quincy Berlin , an
Jones, Larry Littl efield , David Boswell , Fred Berner,
~ave Ky se r, Bob J ones, Bill Hettler, Dave Hannah ,
J1m and Joann McDowell, Berni e Hendrix, Bill
Russell , Bill Thompson , Bill Cronenwett, Jamie
Spence, Phil Waters and a bunch of others whose
names also slip my dottering mind. The out-oftown cavers we soon met were Bob and Bart
Chrisman of Abilene ; Don Widener and Jack Prince
of Dallas; John Markey , Maurice Fox and Harvey
Cartw1ight of San Antonio ; and Harvey Jackson
from Corpus Christi.
Baker was a serious bat-and-salamander buff
and true speleologist who , last I heard, was working
for U.S. Parks at Carlsbad Caverns. Snider was the
resident intellectual who went around quoting
Proust and Sartre and other high-fallutin ' crap; but
we hung out together a lot because he was big on
booze and parties and had about as much trouble
getting laid as I did. (I hear he sold out and became a mathematician for the military-industrial
complex in California.) Dottie Payne was the bestlooking broad in the ou tfit but I couldn 't handle
the competition. Littlefield was a sharp caver
and a fun guy who struck oil as a geologist in
Venezuala. Berner, who was too big to squeeze
through cave entrances mu ch smaller than the
Devil 's Sinkhole , had a jolly disposition but
somehow ended up a Houston cop . Thompson was
a six-foot ex-Mruine UPI photographer who looked
like a cowboy out of a Mru·lboro ad and was the
sort of gentl e and soft-spoken fellow you wanted
on your side in a bar fight. Cronenwett made the
worst moonshine whiskey I ever tried to drink;
part of the problem was using an old oil drum for
the mash coo ker. Waters was one of th e craziest
sons of bitches I've ever known , and therefore a
great guy. He was thoroughly d edicated to drinking
and screwing, and conspiring to violate local , state
and federal laws and all Ten Commandments. You
needed a clean gun , a stag movie on an illegal abortionist, Waters was the man to see.
I could go on and on , but this is getting boring.
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2) No exposure compensation is required.

'Plak_
(and other letters)
12 June 1974
Ken:
Got my CAVER today and immediately turned to the letter I wrote. I was horrified at what it
actually said. Of course the basic message is alright
but there are certainly some factual blunders. Disregarding the typos, I would guess that they are all
my fault. As nearly as I can figure it, I sent you
some stuff that was compiled from a lot of little
seperate notes and some of the numbers were
meant to apply to other statements. I recall mailing you some corrections at one time and I guess
I just didn't catch all of the things that were out
of place.
Anyway, there is probably not much that can
be done about it now since the economics of the
CAVER don't really permit a mass reprint of the
article and nobody really gives a damn anyhow,
but you might just insert a note listing the errors
of fact so that those who do read it won't think I
am a complete dunce.
*1/5 or 1:5 is a magnification of .2 (ie: 1/5=.2)
** If you just insist that you must have the math
to be happy, then the formula for computing exposure compensation is: F=(1 +M)2 I 1 l where F is
the exposure factor. (ie: F2 means 2 times the
exposure or 1 stop, F=4 means 2 stops, etc.), and
where M is the magnification, (ie : if the subject is
half life size then the magnification can be determined from the image to object ratio of 1:2 so
that M would be .5 ). At this point you are probably already confused, so I would recommend that
you make a copy of the table found in any good
book on close-up photography that tells you the
correct exposure factor for ratios between 1/10
life size and 10 times life size. Just carry the table
into the cave with you and forget all the math!
If the magnification is .2 in the above equation, then F=(1 +M)2 becomes F=(1 +.2) 2 =1.44=11/z,
so you want 1 1/z times the exposure indicated for
photographing the subject other than close-up. To
get 1/z again as much exposure, increase exposure
1
/2 stop.

SUPPLEMENTARY LENSES
1) Don't use powers greater than "plus 3" if image
quality is important.
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REVERSE ADAPTOR
This mounts the lens backward on the camera
and for reasons not necessary for you to understand, usually provides superior close-up performance. These adaptors are available for around
$5.00 and will yield an image of about 1:1 with a
50mm lens and about 1.5:1 with a 35mm lens
{lens at infinity position). Usually, with a 50mm
lens, no exposure compensation is necessary
(again for some rather complicated reasons that
you need not be concerned with). Experiment to
see if you have a wierd lens.
Now, has it occured to you that since you
know the exact distance your strobe should be
from the subject for perfect exposure when the
effective aperture is f/16, that it makes no difference how that f/16 comes about? If you use areverse adaptor or "plus lenses", then you have the
f/16 right there on the lens just as indicated. If
you use 50mm of extension with a 5.0 mm lens,
then you need an extra 2 stops. Keep the light at
that exact distance you determined by experimentation and open the lens to f/8. If you should
somehow arrive at double life size ( 2:1) by using
tubes, then you need a little more than 3 stops
extra exposure so you set the lens at f/8 and keep
the light at the same distance. I realize you need
all the depth of-field you can get in many cases, so
you will have to work out the correct distance to
double the light, double it again, and so on. I
could tell you what I use, but that wouldn't help
you. Experiment! CEK

Dear Editor:
Even though Mr. Kunath purports to "tell it
like it is", there are several instances where he tells
it like it isn't. I 'll admit that I'm a little technical - even overly technical. But you just sit back and
watch what happens when you aren't. I'll start off
with the examples in Mr. Kunath's section on
GENERAL INFORMATION AND GOOD TIPS.
Mr. Kunath states: "If you use 50mm of extension with a 50mm lens, then you need an extra
stop."
Now that's real simple. Easy to remember.
But guess what?
If you have 50mm of extension with a 50mm
lens, you have a 1:1 life size image and (now I quote
Mr. Kunath earlier in his article) "at life size (1: 1)
the compensation is two full stops."
Pretty neat, huh? One problem. Two solutions.
Mr. Kunath repeats this dubious achievement
in his next example: "If you should somehow arrive at double life size (2:1) by using tubes, then
THE TEXAS CAVER

you need two stops ... "
OK. But if you plug that 2X magnification
into the exposure factor formula (which Mr.
Kunath so graciously presented), you come up
with a 9X exposure factor and you would have to
open up the lens a little over three stops to compensate for this.
That's one thing I really like about Mr.
Kunath 's close-up presentation. It's consistent . . .
Moving to Mr. Kunath's section on reverse
adapters, there's a couple of things I don't agree
with.
Even though Mr. Kunath says you should set
the lens at infinity, for 99 % of the lenses in the reverse position it doesn't make any difference what
distance setting you use. Many manufacturers tell
yo u to set the lens at infinity in the forward positio n merely because they don 't like that extra bit
of helical extension you get by setting the lens at
closer distances to mess up their neat little tables
based solely on the tube or bellows length.
In the reverse position, it's a little different
sLo ry. Since the focusing mount is not "hooked
up" to the camera, the lens placement itself is fixed
in the reverse position and you're only moving the
outer barrel forward and backward by changing
the distance setting. If you can't visualize this, lay
yo ur lens upright on a table with the front edge
clown and change the distance settings and watch
what happens. N9thing changes except the positio n of the outer lens balTel. So from the optical
standpoint the particular distance setting you use
is of virtually no significance.
Incidentally, the 1 % of the lenses where it
might make a difference what distance setting you
use would be the exotic "floating element" type
lenses where the position of the respective elements
to each other changes according to the focus.
Mr. Kunath continues: "Usually, no exposure
compensation is necessary ... "
It's hard to argue with proven success, but
tha t looks suspicious. By golly , it ain 't supposed
to work that way .
Any time you have an enlarged image on the
fi lm, there is always an exposure compensation (as
predicted reasonably well by the exposure factor
formula). The more you spread out the image by
increasing the magnification, the more compensation you need. To be sure, there is a modest
variation in determining the exposure factors with
the lens in the reverse position. But there still is
an exposure increase most (and I wonder if I
souldn 't say all) of the time.
But don't take my word for it and don't take
Mr. Kunath's word for it. Your internal SLR meter
will settle this once and for all . Merely take your
normal or wide angle lens and focus on a uniformly
THE TEXAS CAVER

lit subject like a wall at least 8 or 9 focal lengths
away (so you have a bona fide non close-up shot).
Set your shutter speed and aperture for proper exposure. Next keep your exposure settings, turn
off the meter, attach the reverse adapter, and
focus on the wall again. (You 'II probably only be
a few inches away with the reverse adapter
attached.)
Now for the simple test. Flip your lens into
the manual mode -- because the automatic mechanism is not engaged in the reverse position and the
lens would otherwise remain wide open -- and turn
on your meter with the previous settings. If there
is no exposure compensation, your meter should
indicate proper exposure. But if your meter indicates an underexposure (and it usually will) ...
Ahem ...
Then you obviously have a "weird" lens ...
As for which method is "better" for taking
close-ups, the first and foremost criterion is to use
anything you feel most comfortable with. I don't
use exposure factors myself because I don't like to
open the lens up and lose the depth of field. I guesi:
Mr. Kunath doesn't like this "effective f-stop"
business because of the mathematics (and I can see
why). That's his prerogative. I feel the extra math
is worth is. lie doesn't. It's as simple as that.
And if you wonder whether I use all this math
in my close-ups, that's a tough question to answer
because after you fool around with the formulas as
much as I have it all becomes second nature. At the
risk of sounding arrogant, I can figure most of this
stuff in my head in just a few seconds whereas I
doubt if too may other photographers could. I
never really intended for anybody to spend that
much time with all the mathematics in "on the
spot" situations. The technical part is more or less
meant to be supporting background material.
Besides the formulas themselves are not really
so important as the basic principles involved. For
example, if you forgot all the formulas and remembered such things as a moderate telephoto would
give you better perspective and a greater depth of
field or that the helical extension can be used to
cover the "jumps" in extension tube length, that's
good enough.
Not to get a plug in - but if the math were
that much of a problem for me, I'd whip out the
PHOTO COMPUTER because that thing solves
nearly all the formulas I've mentioned thus far plus
a few that I haven't.
Mr. Kunath would have lost his bet.
On the other hand, Mr. Kunath's point about
my neglecting the experience factor is well taken.
Personally I find the experience factor much more
valuable for the "aesthetic" part of the picture - for
to pg.136
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DATE: June 22 and 23,1974
DESTINATION: Gruta de Ia Canon Huasteca, Grutas de .
San Bartolo, Grutas de Villa de Garcia (N . L., Mex.)
PERSONNEL: Karen Clement, Glenn Darilek, Greg
Passmore, Jim and Dave Normand, Rick and Cathy
Allison, Joe Kwasnik, and Ernst Kastning.
REPORTED BY: Ernst Kastning
Friday night Joe and I met the others at Laredo and
we proceeded to MonterrP.y and camped. Saturday we fi n·
ished mapping Gruta de Ia Canon Juasteca, located near the
mining operations, several miles west, down the first road
to the right from the canyon entrance. That evening, we
sat at the entrance to the North San Bartolo Cave and
watched the bat flight (one bat!). A brief visit to the
south cave followed.
DATE: June 29 and 30,1974
DESTINATION: Airman's Cave (Travis County), Bexar
and Cub Caves (Bexar County), and Cascade Caverns
and Cascade Sink (Kendall County).
PERSONNEL: Karen Clement, Ralph and Tim Batsche,
Bob Oakley, Greg Passmore, Rick Allison, Ruth
Darilek, Jim Normand and his son and daughter,
Ernst Kastning and several other cavers from San
Antonio.
REPORTED BY: Ernst Kastning
Ralph, Tim and I ventured to Austin to see what
Airm an's Cave is really like. It's really like they say it is :
an endl ess crawlway designed by Bill Russell to remnve
excess fat from the knees. In order to pass the gate (chain)
without getting stuck, I had to remove my jeans (Airman's
Cav e has been streaked!). After inadvertently checking
several side passages we reached the One-legged Man.
However, having worn off my last leg several hundred feet
before, I suggested we retreat to the outside world and
sanity . Later we visited Bill Russell and perused his in·
credible wall·to·wall map of the cave to see how little we
actually traversed that day. Sometime, when the wounds
are healed, we may return and push further.
The following day we participated in the AAC
grotto trip to Bexar and Cub Caves. Some cavers got in a
little rappel practice and many of us did a little photog·
raphy. Following the postcaving stop at the Iron Skillet,
we drove to Cascad e Caverns where Karen led us on an ex·
cell ent tour of the lower level. Climbing out of the lake,
we we re greeted by John Bridges, who gave us a very
info rm ative tour of th e developed passages and later of
th e park on the way over to Cascade Sink. We thank Mr.
Bridges fo1· his fin e hospitality.
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The next morning we took the impressive tour of
Grutas de Villa de Garcia. Arriving back at Houston at
3 :30A.M. Monday morning. Joe and I noted that
1000-mile weekend trips to Mexico are indeed possible
and very worthwhile.
DATE: June 8 and 9, 1974
DESTINATION: Enchanted Rock Caves (Llano County)
and Century Caverns.
PERSONNEL: Glenn, Ruth and Paul Darilek, Karen
Clement, Joe Kwasnik, Gary Fortier, Wayne Russell,
Ernst Kastning, and several others.
REPORTED BY: Ernst Kastning
Originally we had planned to visit Robber Baron Cave
on Saturday, but we were unable to obtain permission.
Glenn, Ruth, Paul , Joe, Gary and I drove to Enchanted
Rock to visit the exfoliation talus caves on the rock. (See
TEXAS CAVER, May, 1974, p. 78). We photographed
portions of the cave and the fine examples of exfoliation
and spherical weathering . Joe, Gary, and I, as displaced
New Englanders, were comforted to once again set foot
on good, hard granite. It appears that Enchanted Rock
Cave may exceed Bat Cave in North Carolina, and sev·
eral in New England, as the longest talus cave.
Saturday night we enjoyed the excellent hospitality
of Mike and Linda Walsh, as cavers met at their home for
a fine dinner .
Sunday we met Wayne, Karen and two Corpus
Christi cavers at Century Caverns to continue the
mapping project there. Glenn, Karen, Joe, Gary and I
mapped downstream from the end of the commercial
section, while Wayne and the Corpus cavers mapped up·
stream beyond the siphons .
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DATE: May 31 -June 2, 1974
DESTINATION: Bustamante
PERSONNEL: Kathy Bayer, Mike Feltz, Susie Grothues,
Paul Hess, Mike Rangel, Judy Smith
REPORTED BY: Mike Feltz
Mike and I decided in May sometime to go down to
Bu sta mante the first weekend in June. He sprea d the word
around in San Antonio and the next thing you know we
had fo ur brand new cavers come along.
Nothing particularly unusual about the trip. Went
dow n Friday, saw the cave Saturday (as far as the Chapel
Room) and came back Sunday after some shopping (for
booze) in Nuevo Laredo.
There's a gate in Bustamante Canyon just outside
the village and a 3 peso charge (about 25 ¢ ) per person per
night for camping in the canyon . Another new developme nt is that there is a two story restaurant at the parking
lot of the cave. It looks like most of the heavy construction is finished but not much else . We camped out on the
second floor Saturday and watched lightning flashes in a
huge thunderhead wh ich was, thankfully, about 50 miles
nor theast of us .
DATE: May 18 and 19, 1974
DESTINATION: Double Decker Cave, Little Gem Caves
No's 1 and 2 (Comal County).
PE RSONNEL: Glen and Ruth Darilek, Dick Montgomery,
Ralph Batsche, Ralph Kerr, Mike Valicek and Ernst
Kastning.
RE PORTED BY: Ernst Kastning
Glenn, Dick, Ralph B., Ralph K., Mike and I mapped
ap proximately two-thirds of a newly explored pit, tentative ly named Double Decker Cave. Our survey determined a
depth of just over 100 feet and horizontally corrected surveyed passage totals 390 feet to date. We anticipate complet ing the mapping late in the summer .
The following day Ruth, both Ralphs and I quickly
toured and photographed Little Gem Caves No. 1 and 2.
Both Ralphs and I stopped briefly at Natural Bridge
Caverns for cave literature and ref res hments prior to depart ing for Houston .

FOUND
One pack containing valuable
go odies at Bustamante, NL, Mex.
Describe contents to me before
November 1974, or it's mine.
Steve Cuttings
14339 Oak Shadows
San Antonio, TX 78232
THE TEXAS CAVER

ACROSS THE RIVER
by Ernst H. Kastning
On a brief visit to the Gorman Falls area on
January 26, Ralph Batsche and I noticed several
dark holes in the cliff-face on the spposite shore of
the Colorado River (Lampasas County). Several
weeks later, on March 2 and 3, on a Greater
Houston Grotto club trip to Gorman's Cave, we
had an opportunity to check several leads and map
two small, but interesting caves.
The easiest route to the caves on the Lampasas County side is by wading the Colorado where
it is thigh-deep about one-quarter mile northwest
of the falls. Almost directly opposite the falls is a
3-foot-high by 5 foot-wide hole about 15 feet up
the sheer cliff wall which requires a scaling pole or
a ladder to enter (we used a fallen tree). This cave,
named Hole in the Wall, is about 35 feet long (see
survey). Beginning as a 2-foot-high crawlway, it
ascends through a tight meander to a small room
where it is possible to stand and look into a lead
too small to enter_ At this point we found a name,
S Blackburn , and a 1954 date. The floor is covered with dusty-dry , powdery sand . No unusual
fauna was noticed and the cave is devoid of speleothems.
Following the foot of the cliff downstream a
few hundred feet b1ings one to the largest cave on
the northeast shore, Soot Cave. The 8-foot by 8
foot portal is hidden behind several trees. Soot
from campfires is visible on the ceiling for the first
10 feet of passage . Whether this deposit is recent
or dates to Indian occupation is unknown .
The entire cave has a dusty-dry sand floor .
Except for small adits along the eastern wall of the
entrance passage and the northern extremities of
the two principal north-south passages, the entire
cave can be negotiated by walking or stooping.
Total surveyed length is 210 feet and total vertical
relief is only 12 feet (see survey). Secondary calcite deposits were lacking except in a small dome
at the end of the cave where a small bit of flowstone and a 1.5 inch sodastraw were seen. Fauna
observed while mapping the cave included one
cricket, one bat, one millipede, one fly and a
sparrow in a nest.
Both caves of this report are developed in the
Ellenburger Limestone of Ordovician age. Enlargement occurred in the shallow .. phreatic zone when
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base level was much higher, prior to the incision of
the Colorado River to its present level. Lineations
in plain view particularly in Soot Cave, indicate
strong joint control during dissolutional enlargement.

Several other caves exist along the northeast
shore. Some are very small and others require
climbing to enter. Undoubtedly caves can also be
found by walking the surface above the cliff.

Bedrock termination

SOOT CAVE
LAMPASAS CO., TEXAS
8-foot dome with 3-foot
impassable lead, small
flows tone and 1.5-inch

Brunton and tope survey 3 March 1974 by
E. Kostning, R. Botsche, and J. Ethridge.
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Drafted 4 May 19 74 by E. Kostning .

Notes:
Total horizontal length : 210 feet
2. Total vertical relief: 12 feet

I.

3. Entire cave is dusty-dry and sand-floored
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HOLE IN THE WALL
LAMPASAS CO.,TEXAS
Brunton end tape survey 3 March 1974 by
E. Kastning, R. Batsche, and J. Ethridge .
Drafted 5 May 1974 b~ E. Kastning.
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WANTED
Editor for small regional special interest magazine.
. Hard working, industrious, wealthy, creative,
dzlligent person devoted to caving and all its related fields of endeavor. Person should be capable
zn all areas of journalism: writing, editing, reportzng, research, and production. The applicant
should be familiar with printing and printing produ ction, photography, basic commercial art and
layout techniques, be a compitent designer and
have full command of the English language, includzng spelling, syntax, advanced grammar and
speleological terminology.
THE TEXAS CAVER

The applicant must be experienced in the exploration and scientific aspects of caves. It would
be desirable for the applicant to be well loved and
respected in the field, with numerous friends and
relatives (to get the help and subscriptions needed).
The persons who apply must be neither square nor
freak, conservative nor liberal, defensive nor offensive, extrovert nor introvert, haughty nor humble.
The applicant need not be intelligent but should be
apolitical, amoral, and enthusiastic.
Persons interested should contact Speleo Employment Services, Ltd. c/o the TEXAS CAVER,
701 N. Post Oak Rd., Suite 4, Houston 77024.
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CONFESSIONS OF A
REFORMED SPELUNKER
by Bill Helmer
In 1954 I was a freshman at The University
of Texas , straight out of the Mexican Border
boondocks, looking for cheap thrills and loose
women. I had to settle for the U.T. Speleological
Society ; loose women were mighty scarce in those
days.
When I joined the U.T.S.S. it was a fledgling
organization of about 20 students who had formed
their own collegiate chapter of the N.S.S. as an
outgrowth of Austin's original Balcones Grotto.
At the time we were still in contact with some of
the Balcones pioneers, mainly Joe Pearce, Roy
Pietsch and Richard Scott, who collaborated with
us in organizing the Texas Region and putting out
the first TEXAS CAVER in October, 1955.
This was the period in Texas cave-exploring
when drinking, planning and organizing took
precedence over sex and dope -- mainly because
we didn't have any sex and dope. We enthusiastically acquired equipment, conducted training
sessions for the neophytes, taught rope work and
cave safety, and then lapsed into utter chaos on
cave trips. On a Thursday night, say, a dozen
people would get drunk on beer at some place
like Scholz's and decide to make a weekend trip
to the Rock Springs area, say. Then Friday afternoon we'd load up in two or three cars and race
to the Traveler's Cafe in Fredericksburg, the
winning car getting the last of the homemade apple
pie for which the Traveler's was then famous.
(After one photo finish, which could have ended
in a fiery crash on Fredericksburg's main street,
we started calling in advance and getting the
Traveler's to make up extra pies.)
Usually the idea was to reach the targeted
cave late Friday, camp out for the night and go in
Saturday morning when everyone was fresh and
rested . And usually the way it worked out was
t?at we spent the first half of the night trying to
fmd the goddamn cave and the second half horsing
around the fire, playing grab-ass and otherwise
staying up till dawn-- at which time we'd get an
hour's sleep and then go in the cave exhausted.
We had a dozen or so favorite caves that were
good, big, or otherwise interesting, some of which
apparently aren't open to or even known to
present-day spelunkers. They were open to us
usually because somebody in the group had
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managed to ingratiate himself to the landowner
who ordinarily didn't want strangers messing
around on his property. (We were masters at
good public relations; and as a photographer then
working for Defense Research Laboratories I was
able to up supply a cave-owner with a batch of
photos suitable for framing, which didn't do any
harm).
Since I didn't have a car back then and because my sense of geography and direction are
comparable to an armadillo's (I spent my entire
spelunking career lost, both above ground and
below), I can't remember where many of these
caves are -- except that they were in the general
vicinity of Rock Sprirtgs, Uvalde, Kerrville and
Sonora. One rather nice cave, which I associate
with Uvalde, was Pape (pronounced poppy), which
was a thousand feet or so of solution passageways
with some sizeable rooms and some very nice formations. A small but pretty cave was Station C,
somewhere in the Kerrville area. The opening was
a sink about 30 feet into a decent-sized room with
some fine formations and a few hours' worth of
rooms and crawlways. Then there was the Valdina
Farms (or Donohoe) Sinkhole and Perry Water
Cave, which are pure and simple misery. Perry is
just a long meandering passageway full of mud
and ice-cold water, of interest only to fools and
masochists . We waterproofed our flashlights, cigarettes, matches, etcetera, with two-for-a-quarter
rubbers bought in the men's room of the Trail ways
bus station on the way out of town. I had about
two pounds of Mexican 20 centavo pieces which
worked for quarters in the rubber machines and
while I was cranking out prophylactics ther~ were
t~o guys at the urinals watching me with expresSIOns of amazement. When I noticed them I
smiled and cruelly said, "Party", and left with 50
rubbers.
Valdina Farms was worse than Perry Water.
About _a hundred-foot sink dropped you into deep
guano m a room that led off into water-filled
passageways for what must have been thousands of
feet, or at least a hundred yards. We went there as
a favor to Dr. Richard Davis, a serious bat-researcher
who had come to town from Johns Hopkins University, who impressed the hell out of us, and was
willing to write off the trip as a research expense.
That was the trip, as I recall, when we got stopped
for speeding by the elderly sheriff, who was driving
his personal car, a '49 Plymoth, and had his wife
with him. He let us go with a warning, probably
bec~use he didn't know how to cope with a Jeep
statwn wagon full of seven or eight mud-covered
spelunkers all talking to him at once. We looked
desperate, if not dangerous, and he probably decided that discretion was the better part of valor.
THE TEXAS CAVER

What I remember best about that trip was
almost killing my ;:;8lf. A 150-foot cable ladder is
hell to climb, but when I couldn't rouse our safetyline man on top by jerking the rope I decided to
start up anyhow. Half way up there was a ledge
to take a rest and I made that okay; but about ten
feet below the top, where the sink slanted and you
could rest, I pooped out completely. My hands
and arms were aching bad, so I couldn't tell if I
was hanging on tightly, so I threaded myself in and
out of the cable ladder, hung there like a fly in a
spider-web and started swearing the foulest obscenities I could invent just to get the old adrenalin
going. I was fairly desperate. What saved me was
the unexpected sound of twittering and snickering
from above; watching my foolhardy ascent were
the landowner's wife and children who were
picnicing at the edge of the sink to watch the cave
explorers, and who were enthralled by my profane
eloquence. When I twisted my neck around and
saw them, I found the stre ngth to make the last
ten feet.
Except for the snakes, Red Arrow was a fine
cave. It was just a few miles east of the Devil's
Sinkhole and on a ranch owned by some rich San
Antonio insurance man who used it to entertain
clients and who stocked it with exotic wild animals
ranging from gazelles to buffalo and peacocks. I
forget who found out about the cave, but I located
and sweet-talked the ranch manager into letting us
in. We were the first spelunkers into it, but we
found some rocks dated about 1917 from when the
original property owner and his kids had first explored it. It was maybe 1000 feet long with large
rooms and fascinating formations -- almost a
tourist cave. I took my first wife there once but
all she managed to do was bitch a lot, stumble and
break the glass out of my Coleman lantern; I did
better on other trips with other ladies in later
years, mainly in the last room which has a flat floor
of soft, dry silt.
The most memorable trip to Red Arrow involved myself, Don Goodson, Bob Jones and Bill
Hettler. Since the cave had a reputation for rattlesnakes, and since I was the only one of the group
who had been there, it was my ethical duty to go
first into the five-foot deep sink and two-foot-high
crawlway entrance and check things out. And sure
enough, about four feet inside I managed to stir up
what sounded like about 50 rattlesnakes. I could
see only one in the beam of my carbide lamp, but
as I started backing up, I noticed amongst the rocks
and breakdown the biggest goddamn rattlesnake in
the history of the world-- stretched out in a little
crevace about ten inches off to my right and apparently fast asleep.
I came out of that entrance crawlway in highTHE TEXAS CAVER

speed reverse, like Louisiana crawfish, and calmly
explained to Goodson, Jones and Hettler that
while Red Arrow was a good cave, we could
probably find a great cave someplace down the
road, if we just tried. I myself was fearless, I told
them, but as leader of the expedition, I felt great
responsibility for their safety .
Alas, Jones and Hettler fancied themselves
to be professional herpetologists and insisted on
going after the snakes -- including the one I'd awakened during my exit. And it worked out like
this: Jones (minus his lamp, at which a snake
might strike) crawled in on his belly armed with a
stick with a hunting knife taped to the end of it;
Hettler backed him up with a carbide lamp and a
flashlight; Goodson and I stood just outside
wondering who would win. We soon heard
crashing and thrashing as Jones attacked the two
snakes under the light of Hettler's lamps; we then
heard Hettler yell, "Atta boy, Jones! Get 'em!";
we next heard Jones cry out, "Hettler, come
back!"
Hettler came scrambling out carrying all the
lights; Goodson and I grabbed him and threw him
back in, screaming something to the effect that
"Your friend is in there in the dark fighting for
his life against two wounded rattlesnakes and you
can't let him down now!" Everything worked
out okay and the larger of the two snakes (I'd
still swear there were 50) measured five feet, six
inches. Later we presented it to the rancher and
all he said was, "Y 'all think that's a big 'un, y'
shoulda seen the sumbitch mah wife nailed in the
back yard last week."
There was also Rose Cave, Kickapoo Cave,
Fern Cave and a bunch of others, but the wildest
expedition of all was the skin-d_iving trip to the
Devil 's Sinkhole -- which we billed as the biggest
cave exploration project in the history of Southwestern speleology. That much of the billing was
correct. It was, however, also the most fucked
up exploration in the history of Southwestern
speleology.
We were going to confirm or disprove, once
and for all, the rumors that another part of the
cave lay beyond the lakeroom, and we were going
to do this by sending down scuba divers. Consider the logistical problems; the cave would be
lighted by a large generator, step-up and step-down
pole-type transformers, high-voltage lines running
into the cave, 110-volt lines running down to the
lake room, a wooden diving platform built out
over the lake ; a suspended cable system for
winching heavy air tanks down to the lake room
entrance; field telephones and provisions for about
20 people for about four days.
The expedition, headed by Bob Holder, was
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scheduled to leave Austin on a Thursday afternoon
in January, 1956. So naturally, preparations began that Thursday morning and for the rest of the
day Holder's back yard in South Austin looked
like the beach at Dunkirk. We finally pulled out
about midnight, me riding in Holder's pickup
truck, loaded with ten industrial-size air tanks,
two transformers, lumber, ice boxes, scuba gear,
two generators and enough other junk to total
about 10,000 pounds. Once we got up to speed,
about 50 miles per hour, that truc.k had the
trajectory of a cannon ball. About 2 a.m. we
turned one poor deer into venisonburger, because one touch of the brakes or the steering
wheel would have closed the Fredericksburg road
for at least a week with wreckage.
Naturally the weather turned bad; the temperature dropped to 20, the wind rose to 40, it
rained, hailed and sleeted; the big tent blew down
and we all just slept under it like a tarp, back to
back and belly to belly. Next day the trouble
started. We used a heavy manilla line tied to Lynn
Allman's car axel and running through a pully to
lower people and equipment into the hole. The
people made it okay; one icebox broke loose and
fell150 feet to the top of the mountain, landing
on several bags of groceries; and a 100-pound transformer, whil:h had snagged someone's fingers in the
chain, went off the platform onto 100 feet of slack
rope. When people on the mountain top heard all
the yelling and looked up, and saw that big, black
object getting too big and too close too fast, they
looked like the high divers at Acapulco. I watched
this from the base of the mountain. When the rope
came up taught it stretched like it was made of nylon, then plucked that transformer back into the
air like a yo-yo. Allman's car was jerked backwards
about ten feet but the rope didn't break and nobody got killed. A while later a 10-pound rock got
knocked loose at the entrance and shattered in the
middle of the people on the mountain top, but by
this time it was just another in-coming mortar shell
that barely interrupted the conversation.
To make this long story, short, our gallant
skindivers --Bob Jones, Jamie Spence, Fred Berner
and Dave Boswell -- didn't find a god dam thing.
The big kilowatt generator had already broken
down and they had to dive with jerry-rigged
sealed-beam car-type headlights in the feeble glow
of the one light bulb that our little emergency
generator could still handle. The most exciting moment of the diving came when I was off in the rocks
and darkness taking a leak and saw one of our
divers come scrambling out of the water in another
part of the lake room. He looked like Christopher
Columbus about to plant a flag until he saw me
standing there, ten feet away, pissing on a rock.
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I helped him back, shaking from the cold, to the
diving platform and blankets, announcing, "Hey,
look what I found!" Things went downhill after
that.
In retrospect the Great Sinkhole Expedition
was fun and funny, but there's another trip that
still gives me the shivers. I think it was on a
Thanksgiving weekend in 1956 that Don Goodson,
Arthur Carroll, Ken Baker and I went out south of
Rock Springs, down toward Uvalde, to check out
a lead. It turned out to be a dry, featureless, formationless fissure cave about half a mile up a rocky
hill, entered through a narrow crevace near the
summit, dropping about 30 feet to a couple of
connected rooms and thence leading down and
down and down. We were coming out of the cave
about midnight when we discovered, in one of the
upper rooms, a four-foot crawlway leading to another vertical drop of maybe 20 feet and decided
to check it out. Carroll was on his belly in the twofoot-high crawl way, reaching the cable ladder back
to me to tie off outside, when the crawlway roof
collapsed. We could have pulled Arthur out by the
feet except that he was pinned by a 300 or 400
pound chunk of limestone, which luckily was supported by another rock he was lying beside. Unluckily, his arm was folded against his side and his
hand was sandwiched between the two rocks.
Goodson used his hunting knife to chip away one
sharp piece of rock sticking Arthur in the ribs and
obstructing his breathing; then he gave the knife
to the Mexican boy named Victor, who worked at
the ranch and had guided us to the place, and told
him to try to find a good stick up topside we
could use for a lever. It could not have been more
than five minutes before we heard something come
crashing down into the cave; it was a goddam tree
about four inches thick which Victor had chewed
through like a beaver.
The tree was strong enough but too big to use,
so we gave Victor the keys to Goodson's Studebaker
and told him to get the hell back to the ranch for
some scissor jacks and wrecking bars, anything small
enough to push into the crawlway and raise the
rock trapping Arthur's hand. Victor, who didn't
speak much English, left like a rabbit, forgetting
to tell us he didn't know how to drive a car. In
fact, he didn't remember this himself until he got
to the car, whereupon he left the keys in the ignition and started running the several miles to the
ranch. When almost an hour had passed, Goodson
and Baker headed out on foot, found the car with
the keys, and headed straight into the nearest
town where they woke up a garage owner and
scored for jacks and a wrecking bar. Meanwhile,
Victor had reached the ranch on foot and had collapsed on the floor from exhaustion, literally unTHE TEXAS CAVER

able to speak. The ranchowner somehow figured
out that the idiot cave-explorers from Austin had
managed to get themselves in a bind and needed
help; he called a neighbor and was putting together
his own rescue party about the time Goodson and
Baker were hauling ass back with their equipment.
Meanwhile, I'm sitting down there with Arthur,
who 's going into shock and looking pretty bad off,
trying to cheer him up and wondering why the hell
I ever got into spelunking and why any half-ways
sane person would ever leave the comfort and safety
of a home television set where the thrill and chills
are strictly vicarious. I'm asking Arthur, who happened also to be my roomate, what other songs he
knows, and he's getting pretty depressed and incoherent. I'm thinking to myself, this cave-exploring
is for shit! And where the hell are those assholes
\'lith the wrecking bars --drinking beer and hustling
the local wimmin?
Back and forth I went: I would reassure
Arthur a while and then run back up that damn
ladder and stare out across the absolutely pitchblack Edwards Plateau, see nothing, and run back
down -- about five times in five minutes. About
3 a.m. I was back up on top, pissing and cussing,
and saw automobile headlights moving through the
darkness about a mile away, flashing on and off,
and I ran back down to tell Arthur help was
coming. Arthur was just about out of it and could
barely grunt. Then, about the time I was helping
Goodson and Baker lug stuff up the hill, the
rancher arrived with reinforcements.
Now the rancher was named Tiny. He was
named Tiny because he weighed about 350 pounds,
had the girth of a California redwood, and could
have reached into that crawlway and lifted that
rock off of Arthur with one hand and no strain.
But he was too big to get in the goddam cave entrance, much less scramble down 30 feet of cable
ladder. So Goodson and Baker and I went down
and got Arthur out with some very careful use of
a scissor jack and a wrecking bar. Once Goodson
got that rock raised about an inch, with me on a
bar to catch it if it slipped, Baker dragged old
Arthur out by the feet and rolled him over. And
old Arthur, lying there on his back, looking rather
white and depleted, suddenly put on the biggest
shit-eating grin I've ever seen. He could barely sip
water from a canteen; his hand suddenly swelled up
like a baking-powder biscuit; but he was one happy
son of a bitch. The four of us passed around a canteen like it was a champaign bottle and got drunk
on euphoria and surplus adrenalin.
Getting Arthur out of the cave was no problem. Being a 97 -pound weakling, I stayed below
to secure him in a rope harness and guide the ascent, and once I signalled to pull him up he disapTHE TEXAS CAVER

peared. Later Arthur told me that when he reached
the opening there was nobody on the line but Tiny,
who was leaning over the hole and reeling him in
like a fish that was under the limit.
The postscript: we got Arthur back to the
ranch, and waiting for us, at 4 a.m. , were made-up
camp cots and plates of bacon and eggs staying
warm in the oven. Since the crisis was over and
Austin was only two hours further way than
Uvalde, the closest hospital, we all slept until sunrise and headed home. Arthur spent a few weeks
with his hand in a metal support but recovered
completely; his hand had been crushed but his
fingers were spread out and not broken, and his
heavy leather gloves helped. Two or three weeks
later I went back to the same cave with Bob Jones
and Bill Nettler to recover the cable ladder which
was still down in the pit we had started to explore.
Having a keen sense of moral responsibility and
knowing how any popular vote would go, I gallantly volunteered to re-enter that crawlway and
climb down to retrieve the ladder. As I was
climbing back out some of the crumbly rocks
under me let go, and I'm sure I impressed Jones
and Hettler by using the spring-steel muscles in my
Herculean forearms to catapult myself out of that
fucking crawlway and half-ways across the room.
They were relatively new cavers at the time, and
I'm sure I said something like, "See, actually
there's nothing to it," and then wet my coveralls.
In my entire cave-exploring career the biggest
thrill was Mayfield Cave, which we called Mystery
Cav, 11nd which is now, I understand , a commercial
cave called the Caverns of Sonora. It looked to be
a sorry little old cave on the Mayfield Ranch just
west of Sonora, with a dry subway-like tunnel
leading back to a good-sized room filled with break
down and a little grotto containing some still-active
but unimpressive formations. On the far side of
that room , near the ceiling, were some lead-offs,
but the cave itself was so dreary that nobody had
ever felt it was worth the trouble or the risk to
check out these hard-to-reach holes. But the
Chrisman brothers from Abilene and some spelunkers from Dallas, who didn 't know any better,
strung a rope across one high, sloping ridge,
squirmed their way through another hundred feet
or so of excrutiating crawlway and stumbled onto
a fantastic labyrinth of calcite-encrusted tunnels
that ran for more than a mile and contained some
of the most fantastic formations ever seen by a
Texas spelunker or, for that matter, any other
spelunker. Not just virgin cave, but spectacular
virgin cave.
We heard about this discovery from the
Chrismans and about five of us immediately
headed for Sonora, but wasted the first trip by
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doing everything the hard way -- rapelling from the
start of the high ledge to the bottom of the main
ro om when we could have walked there easily by
a different route; laboriously traversing the lower
ledge and stringing a cable ladder to climb back up
out of the main room to the crawl ways leading to
the virgin area. By the time we found the right
way to do it-- the high ledge where we'd started-and located the right crawlways, it was time to
leave. The next weekend we did it right and eventually I got up the guts to scamper across that
sloping ledge like a mountain goat. What a cave!
Someday I'm going back there as a tourist and
make life miserable for whatever guide screws up
in telling the history of the cave's discovery and
early ex ploration.
One virgin cave I vividly remember was the
Abominable Stinkhole, as we christened it later, in
the Del Rio area. We heard it was as big as the
Devil 's Sinkhole, and sure enough: we found ourselves looking into one big sumbitch hole maybe
50 feet across and 150 feet deep , with the upper
walls of soft, gravelly dirt. After much discussion
over who would have the honor of descending first,
I think it was Goodson who lost and had to go. I
went next and then Baker. You just touched that
wall and a rockslide started, and the ladder loosening
the stuff at the top edge made it sound inside my
helmet like hail of a tin roof.
At the bottom, which was actually the top of
a huge talus slope angling downward toward the
biggest, blackest, most inviting room I've ever seen,
we fired up our carbide lamps and galloped into the
maw. Just under the great overhang our eyes adjusted to the gloom and there we saw it: a big
blankety-blank blank wall. And that was it. The
trip back up 150 feet of cable ladder was even more
fun.
Any hip to the Del Rio or Uvalde areas usually
involved a sidetrip to Villa Acuna for a snootful of
tequila sours and a few bottles of Bacardi rum, on
which we fueled up for a hard Saturday night of
hill-billy two-stepping at the Garner State Park
dance pavillion. The idea was to make out with one
or more of the tender little country sexpots who
swarm ed there on summer weekends in tight Levis
and faces gleaming with the sweat of sexual arousal.
Alas, we usually were knee-walking drunk and
stinking like goats , and therefore unsuccessful at
co urting the local ladies. One night I was there
with Paul Hope, a fellow photographer and firsttime caver, and between the heat and the mosquitos I thought I was going to die. You couldn't
crawl in to a sleeping bag, and outside of it, flailing
at the bugs, you felt like King Kong fighting off the
airplanes . I finally grabbed the old rum bottle,
drank about a pint straight, threw up , passed out,
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and got a good night's sleep with my head on the
dirt.
That was the same long weekend that Hope
and I got ourselves honest-to-God lost in a cave
out around Fred ericksburg. Since it wasn't a
terribly big cave -- a passageway going a few hundred feet to a good-sized room and a hundred
passageways and crawlways leading off a few
hundred feet to nowhere -- and since being lost
was my normal condition in caves -- I didn't thin k
much about it when we couldn't find the right
opening out of the big room. We both had plenty
of light and it was just a matter of try, try again.
About four goddam hours later we no longer had
plenty of light and had hied and hied everything.
About this time Hope, lacking my extensive caving
experience and coolness in the face of danger, gets
a slightly wonied look on his face and says,
" Helmer, are you sure you know the way out of
here?" To reassure him I calmly replied, "For
God's sake, you idiot, don't panic! You lose your
damn head we'll both die like dogs! Turn out that
stupid lamp! Stop breathing all that air! Shut up ,
you're just getti ng me confused! I know exactly
where we are, I'm just not sure how we got where
we are!" About the time the last of thecarbide
was gone and we were using our flashlights, I
easily led to poor fellow to safety through a space
in the breakdown which had merely escaped my
notice for the previous several hours.
One time Don Goodson thought he was lost.
We were worming our way out of an incredibly
long, low and nanow crawlway with a soft silt
floor in a cave up around Junction. I was ahead of
Goodson by about 15 feet and found a point big
enough to sit up, so I turned around and proceeded
to plug the tunnel behind me with dirt, leaving a
tiny space near the foot-high ceiling so I could
watch the action. Soon , along comes Goodson,
grunting and rooting like a pig -- until he runs
head-on, face-down into my wall. He can't turn
around, he can't even look up, and he's muttering
obscenities and wondering how he could have
taken a wrong turn -- and how the hell he is going
to ootch backwards for 50 or 100 feet.
Finally, I poked a hole through the dirt and
said b1ightly, "Hi, Don!" If he could have reached
me, that cave would have become my tomb. As it
was, I scrambled out so fast I forgot to grab my
blue-denim Navy workshirt hanging from the
middle of the ceiling of the first room . As far as I
know, it's still there, with my name stenciled on
the back.
My sense of humor nearly got me in a bind on
another occasion. In Dunbar Cave I once hid down
in a crevace to surprise Bill Hettler, the fearless
snake-fighter, by making strange noises in the dark.
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Bob Jones hears the noises first and says, "Wait a
minute, what's that?" Hettler says, "I don't know.
Sounds like a duck taking a shit." I hear them both
comi ng closer to investigate and decide I'd better
stick my head up-- and there 's Hettler, up on his
toes, holding a 20-pound rock high over his head.
Th at 's when I made sounds like a Helmer shitting.
Of all the early U.T.S.S. cavers who should go
down in somebody 's history book and be elevated
to sainthood by the young whippersnappers of
today, Charles Hilburn is the most deserving. He
was a meek-looking mild-mannered, little redheaded guy with thick steel-rimmed glasses and
utterly mad. When I first got to know him he was
renowned for telTorizing S.R.D. with a stolen roadgrader and for mining girl's dormitory sidewalks
with crystals of potassium chlorate or silver iodide
or something which popped like firecrackers when
worried young ladies tried to sneak up to the door
after closing. But his big thing was airplanes.
According to stories I heard, he once had his license
suspended for flying between the buildings in downtown Fort Worth, and once, on a dare, flew under a
bridge on the old Austin-Dallas highway. Supposedly the plane behind him misjudged and crashed.
When I met Hilburn he was into parachuting.
Not skydiving, which was not yet invented; just
jumping out of airplanes for fun and profit. He
found out he could get like a $100 for a jump to
advertise opening day at some suburban housing
development, and deduced that even if the police
nailed him with a $25 fine for illegally jumping in
the city limits he was still clearing a nice profit.
The idea was for somebody to drive a get-away car,
and reach the descending Hilburn before the cops
did. The one time I drove, using Dave Hannah's
1949 Ford convertable, I had to go cross-country,
tearing up about 50 surveying stakes, but we got
old Charlie out of there in the back seat, with the
chute billowing out behind.
At first I didn't believe all the crazy stories
attributed to Hilburn; but I decided they were
probably true one day when we were drinking
coffee in the old Student Union coffee shop where
a faculty lounge or something is now. He was complaining that he needed photos of himself out of a
plane, so he'd have pictures to show prospective
customers; and that he went out so fast that photographers were always missing the shot. I suggested,
jokingly, that he rappel out the back of a plane on
a nylon line and dangle there until the pictures
were taken. Two days later Holmes Semken called
me to go down and give blood for old Charlie. He
had gone up in a plane, dangled out the back at the
end of a rope; the rope broke, which would have
b.een okay, except that Charlie landed in a plowed
fteld and busted a bunch of ribs.
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Hilburn was back in action soon enough,
plotting to invade and rsieze control of the Yucatan
Peninsula. It seems he had found himself some
kind of sea-going surplus landing craft in Houston;
had access to a .50-caliber Browning air-cooled
·
machine gun and some other ordnance; and figured
that he and about ten good men could attack at
some isolated spot on the Yucatan coastline and
hold a beachhead for a few day s -- or as long as it
took for word to reach the Mexican Army. Meanwhile this People's Revolutionary Picnic and Punative Expedition would broadcast martial music and
political proclamations by radio until it acquired
enough publicity and had to get the hell back to
safety.
Nine of the ten good men, myself included,
be~ged off on grounds of pressing schoolwork,
whtch also set back Hilburn's plan to attack the
museum in Mexico City and sieze the flag which
the Mexicans had captured at the Alamo. So he
turned himself to more practical projects: burning
the Aggie bonfire by means of a radio controlled
mobile flame-thrower and building the world 's
smallest one-man glider.
Come to think of it, Jim McDowell and Jack
Propsma may have conceived the mobile-flamethrower and enlisted Hilburn's help; anyhow, that
soon proved beyond our technical and financial
resources and led to " Project Firebug" -- a hollowed
out log filled with inflammable liquid, to be donated to the Aggie woodpile and detonated by
radio. Holder was to build the radio, Jerry
Chastain was the ordnance technician Wing Evans
who worked with Chastain and me in 'the Defense '
Research Laboratory photo department, was in
charge of the log. My job was to stand around insisting that this was the stupidest project I'd ever
heard of. Needless to say, the project was never
finished. Holder never got past the designing stage
on the radio; Wing Evans did manage to waste two
weeks splittin~ and hollowing out a log; and
Chastain managed to devise a clever fuel-bomb
made from gallon paint cans detonated by a flashbulb filled with black gun powder and sealed with
paraffin, soldered inside the cans. We did spend
one fun evening on the banks of Lake Travis, eating
hotdogs, drinking beer and detonating various combinations of oil and gasoline and taking super-slowmotion movies to determine the proper fuel mixtures. And that was about it. I estimate that
Project Firebug cost the University of Texas and
the American taxpayers no more than $5000.
Meanwhile, Charles Hilburn had started construction of his fateful one-man, world 's-smallest
glider, with a six-foot wingspan. I used to go up to
the Georgetown airport on Saturdays to help and
offer constructive suggestions -- like, "Charlie, this
is the dumbest thing yet." But he finished the
damn thing and it actually worked in all the ground
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tests. His collegue in the venture , would tow it behind his old Buick; at about 50 miles per hour,
Charlie, lying prone on top, would release the line
and glide for maybe 50 yards at eight or ten feet
off the ground, coming down on the skids with a
thump. One thump jolted his hand loose and he
lost the tip of a finger that got between the skids
and the asphalt, but the glider itself seemed to
work fine.
I couldn't go to the Fort Worth air show for
the glider's maiden flight because it was held the
same day I was returning from two weeks' U.S.N.R.
summer training at Great Lakes. I arrived at Love
Field in the afternoon and was supposed to call
Hilburn's Fort Worth number and go over there for
the evening's celebration. I called, found out that
the glider, towed up behind a light plane, had
circled the field two or three times, then dived
straight into the ground. Hilburn stayed with it all
the way, not pulling his chute until too late, and
was dead. So I flew on down to Austin, No body
ever figured out what happened, except that maybe
a control cable broke. So it goes.
When I got into caving in 1954 the first se1ious
efforts were being made to professionalize, learn
good rope work and safety procedures, accomplish
scientific things on cave trips, and otherwise take
th e fun out of it. By 1958 we were serious speleogists who felt guilty if we enjoyed ourselves. And
by that time I had gotten over my own brief serious
period and had gone back to rowdy old spelunking
with a few friends who weren 't so organizationminded. By this time a new generation of fanatics
were taking up the slack and making us old-timers
really look like an embarrassment to the profession.
Judging from what I've seen of the TEXAS
CAVER and of some Texas cavers of today, however, th e crazies are back in charge, God's in his
heaven, and all 's right with the underworld. a
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for determining such things as what will be and will
not be a good close-up shot, the best composition,
the best camera angle, the best lighting position,
etc . But the experience factor does not occupy the
same significance in the technical (exposure) part
of the picture.
Now I will not say that you won't refine any
method you use a little bit here and a little bit there
with time and experience. After all, sometimes you
even take your meter readings with a grain of salt
(or at least you should). But if you're fairly careful, most of your close-up exposures will be dam n
close even if you don't have that much experience.
And if Mr. Kunath's" ... remember to judge
a photographer by the pictures he shows you .. . "
is somehow or other supposed to be directed at me,
then he's missed the point. Because I would rath er
be judged by the results of other photographers
who use some of the material I've presented.
In closing, Mr. Kunath is a great photographer.
No question about that. But I do think he leaves
a little to be desired when he tries to tell other
photographers how to take pictures. Not that I
don't myself ...

Mike Feltz- Waco
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The September and October issues of the
good ol' TEXAS CAVER will be produced by
guest Editors. Ronnie Fiesler has foolishly volunteered to edit September and Bill Sherborne has
been tricked into doing the October issue. Both
should know better. .. but I'm not one to look a
gift bat in the mouth.
No, I'm not getting lazy or trying to cop out.
And no, I'm not ripping off the CAVER funds to
live in luxury and splendor in the Carta Valley General Store Presidential Suite for two days and one
night (that's about all the CAVER funds could
cover). It seems that your friendly neighborhood
editor· will be gone for several (many) weeks on a
filming assignment for a client. The trip will take
this editor and camera crew all around the world.
I should be back in time to do the November issue,
(providing I decide to come back).
Do not send material to these brave men. By
the time this issue reaches you, Ronnie will be
wrapping up his issue and Sherborne will have the
CAVER file to draw from. Do send material to
the regular CAVER address.
Thanks go to these guest editors for helping me
out and helping the readers get the issues. See you
in November.
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The finest in lightweight camping gear:
Backpacks, Boots, Tents, Down
Clothing & Sleeping Bags, Racing
Bikes, Ski Gear, Canoes, Kayaks
(sales & rental) . Pack up.

Equip1nent
638 Westbury Square/Houston, Texas 77035/(713) 721-1530
591 Town & Country Vi _llag~/Houston 77024/461-3550

